
What It Means To Be a Founding Father

“Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brothers to dwell together in unity”
–Psalm 133:1 
            
       In the few months I’ve been a member of Alpha Tau Omega at Louisiana
State University, I’ve seen this fraternity accomplish things that I could never
have imagined possible. Since we colonized at LSU, we’ve made a name for
ourselves as a fraternity that values good times, service, academics, and love
and respect above all else. That’s what I’ve been able to find as a founding
father of this fraternity—a brotherhood that demands the very best of me. 
            To me, being a founding father means having the courage to do more
than the written requirement. We’ve all been challenged to give of ourselves in
order to get this organization off the ground, and it is only going to get more and
more demanding as we move on. We have laid the foundation, and we have
the best possible men to do so.  Now we can continue building our vision—a
vision to make ATΩ a driving force on campus, in Baton Rouge, and across
Louisiana. 
            However, we’ve had to face difficulties that six months ago I would’ve
said were impossible to overcome. But we have far surpassed and exceeded
them. That’s what it means to be a Founding Father. It is to rise above the
challenges we face, not only within the fraternity, but in our everyday lives. The
culture of love and respect that we have fostered continues to grow every day
within our brotherhood and outward to the communities on campus and in the
Baton Rouge area. It unites all of us as brothers, not by birth, but by deliberate
choice, and calls us towards a common goal of bettering the lives of others, our
community, and ourselves. 
                                                                                    Love and Respect, 
                                                                                                Matthew Torres

Brotherhood Retreat



    As final exams drew to a close and summer began, the Founding Fathers
geared up for our first Brotherhood Retreat at the Uskichitto Retreat Center in
Kinder, Louisiana. The retreat provided us with an opportunity to deepen our
brotherhood, to define being member of Alpha Tau Omega, and to set goals for
the Colony going forward. Some of the most memorable moments from the
retreat that will be cherished for years to come actually came from unplanned
activities. During free time, the colony broke into spontaneous but intense
games of Sportsball, a combination of tackle football and soccer. Every night,
as the planned activities concluded, our men gathered around a campfire
roasting marshmallows and recounting stories while forming bonds that
strengthened our brotherhood and reinforced our passion for Alpha Tau
Omega. The retreat was an amazing experience that allowed us to form
relationships with each other and build a foundation for a brotherhood that will
last a lifetime.

Elite & Encounter

In just the first week of the summer, five brothers from the Epsilon Zeta Colony
attended the Elite leadership camp organized by National Headquarters at
Camp Sumatanga in Alabama. Elite is the Alpha Tau Omega national
fraternity’s newest program, a revamp of Leadershape, designed to discover
the type of leader each brother is and how to effectively use that leadership
style to guide not only the chapter but also others in each man’s life. 
In addition to becoming greater leaders, these five brothers were able to
engage with other active brothers from around the country, gaining more
diverse experience of what it means to be in ATΩ and how to face potential
upcoming struggles as a colony, and soon, a chapter. The colony members



were met with open arms and excitement at Elite by our distant brothers as well
as the National Staff, indicative of the high expectations revolving around the
return of the Epsilon Zeta Chapter at LSU.

“Over this past summer I had the privilege of attending Encounter with six of my
brothers in Hot Sulphur Springs, Colorado. Throughout the weekend retreat I
not only grew closer to God but also to my brothers, which is an opportunity I
will forever cherish. During Encounter my brothers and I hiked, worshipped, and
prayed all while building a bond that was intended to be built when ATΩ was
founded. The line from our creed, “to know no North, no South, no East, no
West” was truly represented at Encounter with brothers from all over the nation
coming together to form a stronger brotherhood and untied leadership through
worshipping God. I am grateful to have joined ATΩ because of the many
opportunities in spiritual and leadership growth I am presented such as
Encounter, a weekend I will always remember.” 
  
-Jarrod Gardiner



Where Were We Over The Summer?

Brother Wyatt Stevens
Brother Wyatt spent he summer as
an Intern for Southwestern
Advantage and sold educational
systems door-to-door, focusing on
ages anywhere from toddlers to high
schoolers.



Brother Landon Weeks
Brother Landon spent 6 weeks as
a Camp Counselor for Camp
Ozark coaching and teaching young
men about how to be a man of God
and to do the best in what everything
they do.

Brother Mark Frank
Mark worked in a Cost engineering
role for the business planning team
benchmarking drilling operations in
as an intern for Shell Exploration &
Production Company in Houston,
TX. 

Brother Ben Cross
Brother Ben was an intern for Dow
Chemical Company in Seadrift,
TX and was one of the 5 interns
selected out of 112 applicants to
receive this position. He was able to
see 10 different countries in Europe
over the summer 
 

Brother Brandon
Chenevert
Brother Brandon helped establish
and open BRQ, a Restaurant on
Jefferson Highway in Baton Rouge,
LA. 
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